Plath Poetry Response

Name: _______________________________

Title: _____________________________________ p.#: _____ # of lines: _______

Your response/explanation of what makes the poem meaningful—refer to literary features, images, language that contribute to the poem’s feeling and meaning:

Poem’s Main Point (Concise sentence w/ main idea & what poem says about main idea?): ______________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

Title: _____________________________________ p.#: _____ # of lines: _______

Your response/explanation of what makes the poem meaningful—refer to literary features, images, language that contribute to the poem’s feeling and meaning:

Poem’s Main Point (Concise sentence w/ main idea & what poem says about main idea?): ______________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
Title: _____________________________________ p.#: ______ # of lines: _______

Your response/explanation of what makes the poem meaningful—refer to literary features, images, language that contribute to the poem’s feeling and meaning:

Poem’s Main Point (Concise sentence w/ main idea & what poem says about main idea?): ______________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

Title: _____________________________________ p.#: ______ # of lines: _______

Your response/explanation of what makes the poem meaningful—refer to literary features, images, language that contribute to the poem’s feeling and meaning:

Poem’s Main Point (Concise sentence w/ main idea & what poem says about main idea?): ______________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________